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CASE STUDY
STATEMENT OF WORK
Find out how our Statement of Work (SOW) solution enabled
the successful opening and management of five new depots. 
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INTRO

About the Company

The Challenge 

The Solution Presented
Our client is a market leading global healthcare Logistics
company, who are fully established in Central Europe with
depots in 13 countries and are now rapidly growing their
operation within the UK. Such is their influence within this
sector that they are one of the key suppliers to the NHS.

Our client approached us with plans to expand their
operation four-fold within five years, the first short-term
goal of which was for Intrepid Global to independently
oversee and manage the complete staffing of five new
depots. These depots were to be fully operational within a
year and a half and needed staff ranging from Warehouse
workers and HGV drivers, through to Transport Managers
and office based senior roles such as Transport Operations
Manager, Warehouse Operations Manager, and Regional
Operations Manager. In total, these requirements
amounted to over 200 drivers, 100 warehouse operatives,
and 20 HQ staff (including senior management). 

Having built a national database of highly skilled white-collar and
blue-collar workers, with experience ranging across the full spectrum
of roles within the transportation industry, Intrepid Global were
confident in delivering a designated team of expert temp and perm
staffing specialists. This helped to alleviate the depot management
of all staffing responsibilities and timescale pressures, ensuring all
depots were fully staffed and operational in time for their launch. 

The key to our success when working on a temp basis was to keep up
with the high demand of Warehouse Operatives and HGV drivers
required, and by resourcing from local talent to supply reliable temp
candidates. 

Intrepid Global’s in-house team of experienced, industry leading,
expert head-hunters, utilized forecasting and KPI reports to plan and
ensure the key hires within each depot were onboarded and trained
on time according to the agreed upon operational launch dates.
These key hires included Operation Managers, Warehouse
Operations Managers, Shift Supervisors, and Transport Managers. 
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KEY ELEMENTS &
RESULTS

KEY RESULTS

Intrepid Global successfully and independently oversaw the managing and complete staffing 
of five new depots by sourcing the best talent within the local areas of each depot. 

Our tech first “deep searching” product allows us to access a wider variety of candidates and headhunt
for niche, accurate hires, helping to fulfil the high volumes of staff required by the transport industry, and
providing a bench of specialised talent throughout the peak season. 

Three management teams and HQ staff built within a two-month period across 5 depots
and fully functional ahead of the agreed opening day schedule

200 HGV and Van drivers onboarded (assessed and trained) within the space of one
month across 3 depots

100 Warehouse operatives on boarded and trained within the space of one month across 5
depots

Client saved over £250k on employers National Insurance costs over a 3 month period and
200k on an internal talent acquisition team and a further 50k on Marketing and
Advertising across the three depots.
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SUMMARY

Their Future Plans
Following the success of providing quality staff
and temp candidates at pace, our client has
taken the decision not to invest in an in-house
talent acquisition team and instead to fully
outsource to Intrepid Global on a sole supply
basis.

100% of hires outsourced solely to
Intrepid Global

£1.25m saved by client on direct employment
costs by fully outsourcing their staffing
requirements 

71% of the temp candidates converted to perm
contracts after 12 weeks which was a 200%
increase on previous agency conversions

 

Our company has seen impressive growth over the last
year and a half, whereby we used Intrepid Global’s SOW
product on a sole supply basis to help us open 5 new
depots. 

They provided us with a full hiring road map with set
timelines based on the operational forecast we provided
them, and they fulfilled every deadline we set out.

For our latest depot project, they introduced us to our
Transport Operations Manager, Transport Supervisor,
two Transport Operators and our irreplaceable in-house
Trainer on a perm basis.

We also received 25 class 2 drivers, 12 van drivers, 3 class
1 drivers and 18 Warehouse Operative’s on a temp basis
for this same project

Our experience with Intrepid Global lead to our recent
decision to go fully staffed by agency, as we trust them to
save us the hassle of putting together our own internal
team, knowing they can save us both time and budget
costs due to their skill, knowledge, and solid
infrastructure. 

Outsourcing our staffing process is now a no brainer, and
we’re confident that this will be the way 
forward for other Logistics companies as well. 


